
Intergalactic Space Opera—Collective and Autonomous Project for Spanish Class
Objective #1 – Finding (y)ourself and collective

You have received a very special mission: nothing less than the rescue of the 
fate of the galaxy and multiverse from an unknown but certain doom. The 
secret order of the Overgalactic Imperium has arranged some plot for the 
extermination or enslavement of all life to come. Your mission, regardless if you
accept it or not, is to identify the nature of this plot and stop it! You now find 
yourself far from home (or is it?), on an odd but strangely familiar planet 
whose English speaking inhabitants often call “Earth.” Where to begin?

1. Watch and listen to CopperWire: Earthbound "Phone Home" Official Video @ 
https://youtu.be/vVLGVx6ro58?list=RDvVLGVx6ro58 / [more @ copperwiremusic.com]

2. Take out a piece of paper (or use the back of this one if you printed it) and write a short 
(one to five sentence) response to each of the following questions  (in English for now is 
okay but this will eventually all need to be written en español)

• Who are you? [your name and what world(s), people(s)/culture(s) are you from]
• What are you? [what is your original—non disguised—form]
• Why are you? [what is your purpose and why have you been sent]
• Where? [where on Earth does your mission begin]
• When? [when, i.e. what time period, does your mission begin?]
• How? [how are you surviving and how are you doing?]

3. On the back of that same piece of paper write down five major skill affinities and ten 
minor skill affinities. Major skill affinities are skills that you are extremely naturally 
talented in and learn much faster than most. Minor skill affinities are skills that you are 
also naturally talented in and learn a bit faster than most.

4. Write three special powers that your origins grant you which will aid your mission.

5. Write down one major vulnerability your origins expose you to while on Earth.

6. Add whatever other information you want (back story, preferences and dislikes, human 
persona etc.) For this step you can continue to write on your own and/or create through 
conversation with others, just make sure to remember and eventually write it down, por 
favor!

7. Don't lose this information, it will be necessary for the completion of upcoming 
objectives, available immediately upon release @ 
http://csihsspanish2016.wordpress.com/handouts/ 
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